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Internationalization is a key factor to success a research career

Scientific research knows no bounds

For most academic researchers engaging in international activities is not an option, but a given.

The scientific community is global and global are the results.
  → COVID vaccines → The Human Genome Project

Establishing a successful academic career requires:
- collaborating with respected researchers
- publishing in internationally recognized scientific journals
- attending key international conferences within the field.

This also allows to attract more funds and to achieve results faster
CIVIS, a European Civic University

CIVIS is one of the 41 Universities alliances funded by the European Commission in the framework of Erasmus+ Programme. Sapienza is partner of this alliance

https://civis.eu

CIVIS aims at inter-university collaboration in higher education and research, in order to promote and encourage collaboration and doctoral mobility.

- A new model for co-tutelle agreements has been adopted by the universities of the alliance.
- Participating in the activities of the CIVIS project means:
  - having access to a collaborative European environment and excellent research infrastructures
  - benefiting from mobility opportunities
  - increasing one’s professional skills through advanced courses and interdisciplinary international training programs focused on the challenges of society.

Periodically, the universities organize thematic and interdisciplinary workshops, both virtual and face-to-face, for doctoral students of CIVIS universities. All opportunities are published in the Phd of CIVIS project website:

https://civis.eu/en/civis-courses?level%5B%5D=3#courses
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